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Initial Questions
• Please fill in the initial questions on the paper in 
front of you
• Keep the answers short
• There are no right or wrong answers
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Introduction
• Question and Answer websites are very popular
• There is enormous potential in letting people help 
each other
• At the moment asking questions is not so easy in 
eTwinning
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Make Groups
• Before we continue
• Groups of 5 people
• Form groups with people you do NOT know
• Work together on the next questions, but keep in mind that time 
is limited
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Please fill in the questions on the paper.
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General Questions
• Please fill in the initial questions on the paper in 
front of you
• Keep the answers short
• There are no right or wrong answers
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Conclusions
• So what did we learn?
• What seems to be the general vision?
• Contact details
• Future research
• Results
• Thank you very much for your help!
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